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ABSTRACT
The daytime atmospheric convective boundary layer (CBL) is characterized by strong turbulence that is primarily caused by buoyancy forced from the heated underlying surface. The present study considers a combination of a virtual radar and large eddy simulation (LES) techniques to characterize the CBL. Data representative of a daytime CBL with wind shear were generated by LES and used in the virtual boundary layer radar (BLR) with both vertical and multiple off-vertical beams and frequencies. To evaluate the virtual radar, a multiple radar experiment (MRE) was conducted using five virtual radars with common resolution volumes at two different altitudes. Three-dimensional wind fields were retrieved from the virtual radar data and compared with the LES output. It is shown that data produced from the virtual BLR are representative of what one expects to retrieve using a real BLR and the measured wind fields match those of the LES. Additionally, results from a frequency domain interferometry (FDI) comparison are presented, with the ultimate goal of enhancing the resolution of conventional radar measurements. The virtual BLR produces measurements consistent with the LES data fields and provides a suitable platform for validating radar signal processing algorithms.

1. Introduction
Turbulence in the daytime atmospheric convective boundary layer (CBL) is primarily forced by heating of the surface, radiational cooling from clouds at the CBL top, or by both mechanisms. The CBL is considered clear when no clouds are present (Holtslag and Duynkerke 1998), as in this study. In this case, the main forcing mechanism in the CBL is heating of the surface. Turbulent convective motions in the CBL transport the heat upward in the form of convective plumes or thermals. These rising motions and associated downdrafts effectively mix momentum and potential temperature fields in the middle portion of the CBL (Zilitinkevich 1991). The resulting mixed layer is typically the thickest sublayer within the CBL. The CBL is topped by the entrainment zone, which has relatively large vertical gradients of averaged (in time or over horizontal planes) meteorological fields. The entrainment zone is often called the interfacial or capping inversion layer because it is collocated with the region of maximum gradients in the potential temperature profile. The height of the capping inversion is usually denoted by $z_i$. A pure buoyancy-driven CBL rarely exists, and there are many situations in which the surface heating is relatively weak while the production of turbulence by wind shears is relatively strong. In these...
cases, the shear effects on the CBL turbulence dynamics cannot be ignored (Conzemius and Fedorovich 2006).

A widely used instrument for the study and monitoring of the lower atmosphere is the boundary layer radar (BLR). The term BLR is generally applied to a class of pulsed Doppler radar that transmits radio waves vertically, or nearly vertically, and receives Bragg backscattered signals from refractive index fluctuations of the optically clear atmosphere. The operating frequency of this type of radar is typically near 1 GHz. Therefore, the Bragg scale is such that BLRs are sensitive to turbulent structures that have spatial scales near 15 cm. Enhanced refractive index variations are often associated with the entrainment zone just above the CBL, which can be detected by clear-air radar. There have been many studies in which BLRs are used to estimate the height of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and thickness of the entrainment layer (e.g., Angelvine et al. 1994; Angelvine 1999; Cohn and Angelvine 2000; Grimsdell and Angelvine 2002). Profiles of the wind vector directly above the instrument are obtained using the Doppler beam swinging (DBS) method (Balsley and Gage 1982). BLRs are also sensitive to Rayleigh scatter from hydrometeors and are used to study clouds and precipitation (Gage et al. 1994; Ecklund et al. 1995). Thus, the BLR can be used to study the boundary layer under a wide variety of meteorological conditions and has proven invaluable for such investigations (e.g., Rogers et al. 1993; Angelvine et al. 1994; Wilczak et al. 1996; Dabberdt et al. 2004).

Frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) radar measurements have been used to show that the thermodynamic fields within the CBL can exhibit a high degree of complexity and that organized finescale structures with spatial scales of roughly 1 m are common (Eaton et al. 1995). Unfortunately, BLRs must operate within stringent frequency management constraints, which limit their range resolution. A typical range resolution for BLR measurements of the ABL is about 100 m, which is too coarse to adequately reproduce the spatial structure embedded within the entrainment zone. Several multiple-radar-frequency techniques have been introduced in the past as a means of improving the range resolution (Kudeki and Stitt 1987; Palmer et al. 1990, 1999; Luce et al. 2001). Multiple-frequency techniques have been successfully used to study the ABL at UHF (Chilson et al. 2003; Chilson 2004).

Complementary to field observations of the CBL by in situ and remote sensing measurement methods, numerical simulation approaches—specifically, the large eddy simulation (LES) technique—are widely employed to study physical processes in the atmospheric CBL. Large eddy simulations of CBL-type flows have become a routine scientific exercise over the last three decades (see, e.g., Deardorff 1972; Moeng 1984; Mason 1989; Schmidt and Schumann 1989; Moeng and Sullivan 1994; Sorbjan 1996, 2004; Khanna and Brasseur 1998; Sullivan et al. 1998; vanZanten et al. 1999; Fedorovich et al. 2001, 2004b; Conzemius and Fedorovich 2006). All of these cited works are indicative of LES gradually becoming an applied research technique in CBL studies. Nonetheless, the relation of LES to observations of the CBL, as well as to conceptual CBL models or theories, needs further examination and quantitative evaluation (Wyngaard 1998; Stevens and Lenschow 2001).

The LES method is based on the numerical integration of filtered equations of flow dynamics and thermodynamics that resolve most of the energy-containing scales of turbulent transport. Any motions that are not resolvable are assumed to carry only a small fraction of the total energy of the flow and are parameterized with a subgrid (or subfilter) closure scheme. In the LES of the atmospheric CBL, the environmental parameters such as surface heating, stratification, and shear can be precisely controlled. Retrieval of spatial turbulence statistics in LES does not necessarily rely on additional assumptions like the Taylor (1938) frozen turbulence hypothesis: thermodynamic and kinematic properties of the simulated flow are known at all points of the numerical grid simultaneously. In this manner, LES has been a helpful tool for studying the statistics of (resolved) CBL turbulence and for visualizing the turbulence structure of the CBL; however, the applicability of LES in atmospheric boundary layer studies is limited by the ability of the subgrid model to adequately describe the effects of the subgrid motions on the filtered (resolved) fields. This is the price that must be paid to simulate turbulence in larger domains with heterogeneous turbulence properties. Also, like all numerical approaches based on temporal and spatial discretization of the governing flow equations, LES is subject to various numerical artifacts, including phase speed errors, artificial viscosity, and dispersion errors.

One method of incorporating LES data into the study of the ABL is through the creation of a virtual BLR; that is, simulated radar time series signals can be generated based on the characteristics of the LES fields (Muschinski et al. 1999, hereafter MSW99). Here, the term “time series data” is used to indicate the time histories of discretely sampled complex radar voltages (in-phase and quadrature) corresponding to a backscatter-
tered signal. First, a field of refractive index $C_n^2$ is calculated from the LES output using computed values of pressure, potential temperature, and specific humidity. The Bragg scattering amplitude is then related to the calculated values of $C_n^2$, and the phases are computed using the LES velocity components at each LES time step using the local and instantaneous version of Taylor’s (1938) frozen turbulence hypothesis. The amplitude and phases are then interpolated in time between the consecutive LES time steps (1-s separation). Radar time series are compiled by summing the contribution from each point within the radar resolution volume, which is determined by the radar pulse and beam-width.

In this study we present a virtual BLR, which is based on the work of MSW99. The differences between our virtual radar and the one developed by MSW99 are the flexibility of multiple beams (vertical and off-vertical), made possible though the calculation of oblique $C_n^2$ at each grid point; the interpolation of the $C_n^2$ and velocity at each time step of the virtual BLR; the addition of noise after the time series data are generated; and simulation of multiple frequencies. The virtual BLR output data are then employed to estimate CBL characteristics, like the three-dimensional wind fields and $C_n^2$, which are compared to the “ground truth” (reference) LES data.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the large eddy simulation is presented, as well as a description of how the structure function parameter of refractivity $C_n^2$ is calculated over an oblique position. The radar simulator is described in section 3. Section 4 shows the results of the many tests committed with the virtual BLR, including the spectral analysis of the signal, the multiple radar experiment (MRE), and the frequency domain interferometry (FDI) implementation. Conclusions and future work are discussed in section 5.

2. Numerical data generator

Time series data for the virtual BLR presented here are generated following the approach developed in MSW99. The virtual BLR ingests outputs of LES of a clear CBL, which has been extensively tested in comparison with several other representative LES codes and against experimental data for clear CBLs with and without wind shear (Fedorovich et al. 2004a); it was found to confidently reproduce turbulence structure for a broad variety of flow regimes observed in the clear CBL.

The simulation run for the present study was performed in a rectangular domain composed of 10-m grid cells. The domain size is given by $X \times Y \times Z = 2000 \text{ m} \times 2000 \text{ m} \times 2000 \text{ m}$. Correspondingly, there are $200 \times 200 \times 200$ grid points. The time discretization is 1 s. The following external parameters were assigned during the run: the free-atmosphere horizontal wind was set to 5 m s$^{-1}$ in the $x$ direction and 0 m s$^{-1}$ in the $y$ direction; the free-atmosphere potential temperature gradient was 0.004 K m$^{-1}$; and the surface kinematic heat flux, surface kinematic moisture flux, and surface roughness length were 0.2 K m s$^{-1}$, 10$^{-4}$ m s$^{-1}$, and 0.01 m, respectively.

A subset of the LES output was used for the radar simulator. The subdomain size is given by 750 m $\leq x \leq 1250$ m, 750 m $\leq y \leq 1250$ m, and 200 m $\leq z \leq 1200$ m. The output included resolved (in the LES sense) three-dimensional fields of potential temperature $\Theta$; specific humidity $q$; flow velocity components $u$, $v$, and $w$; and subgrid turbulent kinetic energy $E$, as presented in Fig. 1 and summarized in Table 1. [See Conzemius and Fedorovich (2006) for additional information about the numerical setup.]

According to the radar equation, the backscattered signal power from a collection of distributed targets is directly proportional to the radar reflectivity $\eta$. The value of $\eta$ represents the cumulative effect of the radar cross sections for the individual targets. For the case of scatter resulting from turbulent variations in the refractive index (clear-air scatter), the echo power is also related to the radar reflectivity; however, $\eta$ is now given by the well-established theoretical relationship

$$\eta = 0.379C_n^2\lambda^{-1/3},$$  

(1)
where $C_n^2$ is the structure function parameter of the refractive index and $\lambda$ is the radar wavelength (Tatarskii 1961; Ottersten 1969). It is assumed that the turbulence is isotropic and in the inertial subrange. Further, the radar resolution volume is assumed to be uniformly filled with turbulence.

The structure function parameter of refractivity $C_n^2$ is by definition derived from the refractive index field using

$$C_n^2 = \frac{\langle [n(\mathbf{r} + \mathbf{\delta}) - n(\mathbf{r})]^2 \rangle_r}{|\mathbf{\delta}|^{2/3}},$$

where $n$ is the refractive index and $\langle \rangle_r$, as mentioned in MSW99, denotes the spatial average over a volume within which the $n$ irregularities are assumed to be statistically isotropic and homogeneous. Here, $\mathbf{r}$ represents the position vector and $\mathbf{\delta}$ is the vector defining the spatial separation. The refractive index is related to the refractivity $N$ through $n = 1 + N \times 10^{-6}$. If we assume that the background atmospheric pressure profile is hydrostatic, then the refractivity is found directly from the

### Table 1. Description of the LES subdomain used by the radar simulator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of grid points</td>
<td>$51 \times 51 \times 101$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial resolution</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time step</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subdomain dimensions</td>
<td>$500 \text{ m} \times 500 \text{ m} \times 1000 \text{ m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>$u, v, w, E, q, \Theta$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
simulation output parameters through the following equations (Bean and Dutton 1966; Holton 2004):

$$\frac{d\ln P}{dz} = -\frac{g}{RT} dz,$$

$$T = \Theta \left( \frac{P}{P_0} \right)^{0.286}, \text{ and}$$

$$e = \frac{qP}{0.622 + q},$$

where $P$ is the atmospheric pressure (hPa), $e(q, T)$ is the partial pressure of water vapor (hPa), $P_0$ represents the pressure at $z = 0$ m (1000 hPa), $g$ is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s$^{-2}$), $R$ is the gas constant for dry air (287 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), and $T$ is the absolute temperature (K).

To calculate $C_n^2$ within each grid cell of the LES domain, Eq. (2) was applied along a line (beam) connecting the position of the virtual radar and the center of the grid cell, where $C_n^2$ needed to be estimated (Fig. 2, left-hand side). However, the scale $\delta$ (magnitude of $\delta$) to be considered corresponds to the Bragg scale ($\delta = \lambda/2$) for which the radar is sensitive. This Bragg scale (~16 cm for a frequency of 915 MHz) is much smaller than the LES grid cell size ($\Delta \sim 10$ m). Therefore, Eq. (2) must be scaled as shown below:

$$C_n^2 = \left( \frac{\Delta n'}{\delta^{2/3}} \right)^2,$$

$$\frac{\Delta n}{\delta} = \frac{\Delta n}{\Delta}, \text{ and}$$

$$C_n^2 = \left( \frac{\Delta n}{\Delta \delta} \right)^2,$$

where $\Delta n'$ represents the gradient of the refractive index $n$ at the Bragg scale (which is considered to be isotropic on the scales sensed by the radar), $\Delta n$ represents the gradient of the refractive index at the grid scale, and $\Delta$ represents the oblique distance between the layers where the $\Delta n$ is estimated. Although the gradient of the grid spacing is assumed to be the same at the Bragg scale, $C_n^2$ must be rescaled to account for the nonlinear functionality of the $|\delta|^{2/3}$ term in the gradient of Eq. (2).

To estimate $\Delta n$, the refractive index $n$ was calculated in the center of the grid cell at a level $z$ with respect to the ground and at two levels displaced from $z$ in height by an increment $\Delta z$ (Fig. 2, right-hand side); that is, the points at $z$, $z - \Delta z$, and $z + \Delta z$ are considered. A bilinear interpolation was then applied to obtain an estimate of $n$ between the closest four points on the upper and lower planes, thereby calculating values of $n$ along the beam as follows:

$$n_{xy} = (1 - dx)(1 - dy)n_{x'y'y'} + (dx)(1 - dy)n_{x'y'y} + (1 - dx)(dy)n_{x'y'y} + (dx)(dy)n_{x'y'y'}, \text{ and}$$

$$dx = \frac{x - x_0}{x_1 - x_0}, \quad dy = \frac{y - y_0}{y_1 - y_0},$$

where $n_{xy}$ represents the refractive index $n$ at point $(x, y)$, which does not match any of the grid points, and $n_{xyxy}$ denotes refractive index values at $x_i, y_j; i, j = 0, 1$. This modification, along with the average over two consecutive layers, constitutes a significant refinement from the work of MSW99; it yields...
Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of (left) specific humidity characteristic for the CBL, (center) the refractivity calculated from the LES fields, and (right) the horizontally averaged structure function parameter of refractivity $C_n^2$. All data were calculated from a single realization in time.

$$C_n^2(x, y, z, t) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \frac{n_1 - n}{\Delta n} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{n - n_2}{\Delta n} \right)^2 \right],$$

(11)

where $n_1$, $n$, and $n_2$ represent the refractive index at levels $z + \Delta z$, $z$, and $z - \Delta z$, respectively, as depicted in the right-hand side of Fig. 2. A sample vertical profile of the specific humidity $q$ from the LES output, the corresponding calculated profiles of refractivity $N$, and the horizontal averaged structure function parameter of refractivity $C_n^2$ are presented in Fig. 3 for a single realization in time.

3. Radar simulator

Various approaches to generating time series data for radar simulations can be found in the literature. One that was studied by Sheppard and Larsen (1992), Holdsworth and Reid (1995), Yu (2000), and Cheong et al. (2004) consists of creating a sampling domain populated with scattering points. These points move within the domain according to the field of instantaneous wind vector. Another method considers the grid cells of the model as a scattering center, and the phase of the radar signal from the scattering center is modulated by the local instantaneous velocity field (MSW99). Therefore, by varying the phase, without actually moving the scatterer, the expected Doppler velocity can be generated. Some implementation advantages exist with such a method, especially with regard to scatterer position update.

The radar simulator for this study was developed following the Eulerian frame approach of MSW99. The signal amplitude in the simulator after time $\tau$ is proportional to $C_n^2$ and inversely proportional to $r_0^2$, which is the range of the center of the sampling volume. The phase difference is proportional to the velocity vector as follows:

$$V(t_0 + \tau) = A' \sum_{p=1}^{N} \sqrt{C_n^2(t_0 + \tau)W_r^{(p)}W_b^{(p)}} \times \exp[-j(\varphi_b^{(p)} + k_B V^{(p)} + k_B^{(p)} \cdot \mathbf{v}^{(p)}(t_0 + \tau)\tau)],$$

and

$$A' = \frac{G}{\lambda r_0^2} \sqrt{0.0330 k_B^{-11/6}},$$

where $p$ represents each individual grid point of the $N$ points contained within the resolution volume; $G$ is a constant proportional to the power transmitted and the gain of the transmitter and receiver; $\varphi_b^{(p)}$ is a random initial phase; $k_B$ is the Bragg wavenumber [$k_B = (4\pi/\lambda)$]; $k_B^{(p)}$ is the Bragg wave vector that is directed from the center of the antenna to the center of the $p$th LES grid cell and has the magnitude of $k_B$; $r^{(p)}$ is the distance from the center of the antenna to the center of the cell; and $V^{(p)}$ is the instantaneous radial velocity. In addition, $W_r$ represents the range-weighting function and is described by Holdsworth and Reid (1995) as

$$W_r(x, y, z) = \exp\left[\frac{(r - r_0)^2}{2\sigma_r^2}\right],$$

(13)
where \( r \) represents the projection of the range of each grid point (\( \sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + z^2} \)) over the pointing direction; \( r_0 \) is the range of the center of the scattered volume; and the variance \( \sigma_r = 0.35c\tau_p/2 \), where \( c \) is the speed of light and \( \tau_p \) is the pulse width (Doviak and Zrnic 1993). Finally, the beam-pattern weighting function \( (W_m) \) is defined by the following equation (Yu 2000; Cheong et al. 2004):

\[
W_m(x, y, z) = \exp \left[ -\frac{(\theta_x - \bar{\theta}_x)^2}{2\sigma_x^2} - \frac{(\theta_y - \bar{\theta}_y)^2}{2\sigma_y^2} \right],
\]

and \( \theta_x = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{x}{z}\right), \theta_y = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{y}{z}\right) \). (14)

where \( \bar{\theta}_x \) and \( \bar{\theta}_y \) describe the antenna beam pointing in degrees and \( \sigma_x = \sigma_y = \theta_t/2.36 \) are proportional to the beamwidth \( (\theta_t) \) in degrees. Significant improvements on the work presented by MSW99 include the following: (i) the values of \( C_{\nu}^2 \), which are calculated over oblique beams along the radial, and the velocity are now interpolated at each time \( \tau \) and (ii) a range term \( [k_{\nu}\nu^{(p)}] \), which is important for further multiple frequencies applications such as FDI, is now incorporated in the phase term.

Because the LES generates data for variables at a time step of 1 s and the radar interpulse period (IPP) is on the order of milliseconds, an estimation of any of the variables \( X \) at \( t_0 + \tau \) is needed. To achieve this, the desired value is calculated using a linear interpolation scheme presented by Cheong et al. (2004):

\[
X(t_0 + \tau) = (1 - \tau)X(t_0) + \tau X(t_1), \tag{15}
\]

where \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \) are two consecutive time steps of the LES and \( \tau \) is the intermediate value taken from 0 to 1. Also, assume that \( \text{var}[X(t_0)] = \text{var}[X(t_1)] = \text{var}(X) \), where \( \text{var()} \) denotes the variance. The variance of the interpolated random variable \( X(t_0 + \tau) \) is given by

\[
\text{var}[X(t_0 + \tau)] = [(1 - \tau)^2 + 2\rho(1 - \tau)\tau + \tau^2] \text{var}(X), \tag{16}
\]

which causes \( \text{var}[X(t_0 + \tau)] \) to be reduced in a quadratic form as a function of \( \tau \), as shown in the previous equation. To reverse this artifact, the interpolated value can be scaled with the inverse square root function of the equation. Therefore, the scaled interpolated value is

\[
f_{\text{S}}(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(1 - \tau)^2 + 2\rho(1 - \tau)\tau + \tau^2}}f_{\text{I}}(x), \tag{17}
\]

where \( \rho \) is the cross-correlation factor of \( X(t_0) \) and \( X(t_1) \).

### a. Radar setup

The virtual radar in this study is patterned after a Vaisala UHF BLR (LAP3000) operating at a central frequency of 915 MHz, with a half-power beamwidth of 9°. It is possible to direct the radar beam vertically or electronically steered at 23° off-vertical along four different azimuth angles: 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°. In the present study, different off-vertical positions and range resolutions were chosen to validate the virtual BLR. The parameters chosen for the virtual BLR are presented in Table 2.

To produce realistic results from the virtual UHF BLR, it is necessary to introduce additive white noise to our generated time series data. First, the maximum power of the signal is estimated from the time series data; then, the variance of the background is computed based on a desired signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The complex white noise is generated based on the assumption that it has a Gaussian distribution described by the previously calculated variance. This procedure is independently applied to the real and imaginary components of the time series data. The complex Gaussian noise is simply added to the original time series data. An example of time series data corresponding to a vertically pointing beam is presented in Fig. 4. The additive complex Gaussian noise shown was calculated for an SNR of 10 dB.

### b. Spectral analysis

A conventional spectral processing procedure was used to calculate the Doppler moments from the resulting complex time series data (including the additive noise). First, the Doppler spectra were found and then the noise level was estimated using the algorithm described in Hildebrand and Sekhon (1974). After the spectral levels were reduced to compensate for the estimated noise level, the first three moments (power, mean radial velocity, and spectrum width) were estimated following Doviak and Zrnic (1993).

An example of the spectral analysis is provided in Fig. 5 for a virtual radar located at \( x = 130 \) m, \( y = -130 \) m, and \( z = 0 \) m with respect to the center of the LES volume. The simulated radar beam has a width of 9° and is directed northwest at 10° off-vertical. The range resolution was 50 m. Overall, the results shown in each of the panels in Fig. 5 compare well with actual
BLR data. Comparing the mean radial velocities estimated from the virtual BLR and the simulated truth from the LES (single profile pointing to the same direction), it can be seen that there is good agreement between the two datasets. Some differences are to be expected simply because of the disparate sizes of the sampling volumes resulting from a measurement along a single radial versus a 9° beamwidth. Although not shown here, additional radar simulator results were generated using a narrower beamwidth. Not surprisingly, the agreement between the estimated radial velocity and the simulated truth from the LES was improved for this case.

We now consider the estimated signal power from the radar simulator. Figure 5 (center right) shows the range-corrected power from the virtual BLR and the beam-weighted \( C_n^2 \) obtained from the LES. The maximum of the range-corrected power represents the top of the CBL, also known as the inversion layer, and its evolution over 10 min of the simulation period can be observed in the bottom panel. Again, there exists a marked agreement between the simulated radar and LES fields.

4. Sample applications of the LES-based radar simulator

Here we present two sample applications of the radar simulator. These have been primarily designed as a means of testing and validation. One is a simulated multiple radar experiment in which five virtual radars are used to simultaneously probe a common volume within the LES domain. The second is a multiple frequency experiment meant to test the suitability of the simulated time series data for the range-enhancing algorithms discussed earlier.

a. Multiple radar experiment

For the multiple radar experiment, the virtual radars were located approximately equidistant from one another as illustrated in Fig. 6. The center radar within the LES domain used a vertically oriented beam. The other four radars had beams that were directed off-vertical but pointed toward the vertical beam of the first radar. The net effect is two distinct sampling volumes.

For this experiment, \( C_n^2 \) was calculated for the five different positions following the criteria described in section 2. The radar simulation time corresponds to 5 and 10 min for the \( \sim 500- \) and \( \sim 1050- \) m cases, respectively. The specific parameters for the experiment setup are shown in Table 3.

The nine radar beams simulated for the experiment were divided in two groups. The first group (A, B, C, D, and E) and second group (A’, B’, C’, D’, and E) correspond to the \( \sim 500- \) and \( \sim 1050- \) m cases, respectively. Each group of five radars was directed toward the same resolution volume. Because the power of the BLR is proportional to \( C_n^2 \), and it is not aspect sensitive, the range-corrected power estimates at any height are expected to be the same. As observed in Fig. 7, which corresponds to the first group, the power levels are indeed similar. When analyzing the \( \sim 1050- \) m case (Fig. 8), there is good agreement between the range-corrected power of all the oblique radars, but a noticeable bias exists for the vertically pointing radar. This is caused by a volume mismatch between the vertical and the oblique radar beams.

Another procedure to validate the virtual radars is to compare the retrieved wind velocity vector from the virtual BLR and the truth from the LES. The mean radial velocity for the five radars was estimated following the procedure described in section 3. The radial velocity is a function of the three-dimensional wind

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Virtual BLR specifications.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full half-power beamwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpulse period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam inclination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 4. Time series data from the simulated BLR data V(t) obtained at a range of 475 m, (top) without and (bottom) with additive Gaussian noise (SNR = 10 dB). The solid line represents the real part (in phase) of V(t) and the dotted line is the imaginary part (quadrature) of V(t).](image)
field components $u$, $v$, and $w$; the azimuth angle $\theta$; and the zenith angle $\phi$ as given by

$$v_i(\theta, \phi) = u \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi) + v \cos(\theta) \sin(\phi) + \cos(\phi).$$

(18)

When combining the five radars pointing at the same resolution volume, it is better to express them in the matrix form, as

$$\mathbf{v}_r = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{u},$$

(19)

where

$$\mathbf{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
\sin(\theta_1) \sin(\phi_1) & \cos(\theta_1) \sin(\phi_1) & \cos(\phi_1) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\sin(\theta_5) \sin(\phi_5) & \cos(\theta_5) \sin(\phi_5) & \cos(\phi_5)
\end{bmatrix},$$

(20)

$$\mathbf{u} = [uvw]^T,$$

(21)

$$\mathbf{v}_r = [v_{r1}, \ldots, v_{r5}]^T.$$  

(22)
Using the system of equations presented above, the three-dimensional velocity vector $u$ is estimated, in a least squares sense, using

$$u = (A^TA)^{-1}A^T v_r.$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

Results of the analyses are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The retrieved traces $u$, $v$, and $w$ from the five radars are shown as continuous lines and the true values from the LES are depicted as dashed lines. At $-500$ m, the retrieved values of horizontal wind components agree well with those from the LES. The retrieved and true values for the case of $w$, however, exhibit noticeable discrepancies. The converse is true for the measurements made at $-1050$ m. Here, the vertical component of the wind shows better agreement between the retrieved and true values. Again, one expects some differences due to the disparate sampling volumes. We must also consider the effects of beam geometry, which factor into the solution of the three-dimensional wind vector. For example, the horizontal wind components are better represented for the sampling volume located at $-500$ m. Correspondingly, the observed radial velocities contain a larger contribution from the vertical wind component for the case of the sampling volume at $-1050$ m.

The simulation period is recognizably short (maximum 10 min); however, this represents a first stage in the validation of the radar-simulator code. Normally, the retrieved wind components for a UHF BLR are averaged over a sampling period of 30 min or more. We anticipate that better comparisons will be obtained when new LES data, corresponding to longer simulation runs, are available.

b. Frequency domain interferometry

At this point, we have only considered radar simulations with a range resolution of 50 m. Although commercially available BLRs are capable of achieving these resolutions, more typical values used for routine measurements are $100-300$ m. The longer pulse widths result in better detectability of atmospheric signals. In Fig. 11 we show simulated radar data obtained with a 300-m resolution in range together with the $C_n^2$ field, which has a 10-m spacing. As can be observed, it is difficult to discriminate the top of the CBL or any other structures present within the 300-m resolution volume.

![FIG. 6. Multiple radar experiment setup. The experiment was conducted using five radars pointing toward approximate the same resolution volume. (left) Location of the radars (four oblique and one vertical pointing beam) and (right) geometry of the radars pointing at two different heights ($-500$ and $-1050$ m).](image)

![FIG. 7. Range-corrected power at $-500$ m. All the radars show the same trend along the simulation. The resolution volumes for the five radars are almost the same.](image)

![FIG. 8. Range-corrected power at $-1050$ m. All the oblique radars show the same trend along the simulation. The bias observed by the vertical beam occurs because the resolution volume is not the same as it is for the oblique beam.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radar</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Zenith angle ($\phi$)</th>
<th>Azimuth angle ($\theta$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>(130 m, 130 m)</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>225°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>(130 m, -130 m)</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>315°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>(-130 m, 130 m)</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>(-130 m, -130 m)</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>(0 m, 0 m)</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A’</td>
<td>(130 m, 130 m)</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>225°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B’</td>
<td>(130 m, -130 m)</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>315°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C’</td>
<td>(-130 m, 130 m)</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’</td>
<td>(-130 m, -130 m)</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>45°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![TABLE 3. Multiple radar experiment setup.](image)
Naturally, this will make accurate characterizations of the CBL problematic.

A technique called frequency domain interferometry was used by Kudeki and Stitt (1987, 1990), Palmer et al. (1990), and Chilson and Schmidt (1996) to help discriminate the height and thickness of localized scatterers within the resolution volume. The technique uses the phase difference of two signals separated in frequency by \( f / \omega_0 \) to determine the position of a distinct and localized layer within the resolution volume. The layer is assumed to have a Gaussian shape. The FDI technique is typically implemented using a vertically pointing beam, although studies using oblique beams have been conducted (Palmer et al. 1992). The frequency difference should be chosen such that \( f / \omega_0 \leq 1 / \tau \), which ensures that there is no ambiguity in the measured phase difference. However, even with this condition in place, it is only possible to estimate a relative layer position. The absolute position cannot be determined unless the initial transmitted phase is also known.

The FDI technique can only be used to locate a single layer within the resolution volume. If more than one layer is present, the technique fails. An extension of FDI called range imaging (RIM) was independently introduced by Palmer et al. (1999) and Luce et al. (2001) as a means of overcoming this limitation. In the RIM technique, several closely spaced carrier frequencies are used for transmission and reception. A constrained optimization method is invoked to image the reflectivity (and velocity) structure within the resolution volume.

Following the work of Kudeki and Stitt (1987), data from FDI experiments are analyzed by calculating the normalized cross-correlation function between the signals at different frequencies using

\[
S_{hl} = \frac{\langle V_h V_l^* \rangle}{\langle |V_h|^2 |V_l|^2 \rangle^{1/2}},
\]

where \( V_h \) and \( V_l \) are the complex time series of the signals obtained at the low and high frequencies, respectively. The angle brackets \( \langle \rangle \) represent the expected value operator. The magnitude (coherence) and phase of \( S_{hl} \) is given by

\[
|S_{hl}| = \exp(-2\Delta k^2 \sigma_t^2), \quad \text{and} \quad \phi = 2\Delta k \langle \gamma \rangle,
\]

where \( \Delta k \) is the difference in the wavenumbers between the two frequencies (\( \Delta k = 2\pi \Delta f/c \)) and \( c \) is the speed of light. The relative layer location and thickness are given by \( \langle \gamma \rangle \) and \( 2\sigma_t \), respectively.

For the present experiment, two closely spaced frequencies were selected (915.0 and 915.5 MHz) to optimize the difference to the chosen range resolution of the radar (300 m). After applying FDI, and using Eqs. (25) and (26), the relative position and layer thickness—\( \langle \gamma(u) \rangle \) and \( 2\sigma_t(u) \)—are determined;
they are presented in Figs. 12 and 13. The former shows the relative position of the layer within the resolution volume, and the latter presents the thickness (0–300 m) of the layer within the resolution volume.

As mentioned before, the FDI technique allows the discrimination of a single layer within the resolution volume. When analyzing the range 300–600 m, a non-defined layer was found. Even when the thickness of the layer fluctuates around 150 m, the position randomly oscillates along the range, confirming that no significant layer was present. For the case of 600–900 m, a layer with a thickness of approximately 100 m is observed around 850 m, which agrees with the beam-weighted $C_n^2$ presented in Fig. 11, even when it has low values of $C_n^2$. Finally, when examining the 900–1200-m range, another clear layer can be depicted at approximately 1050 m, with a thickness of approximately 150 m, which clearly agrees with the range-weighted $C_n^2$.

Some differences have been observed in the estimates of the position of the layer. These can be attributed to the fact that the radar simulator uses a random initial phase, which is not taken into account when computing the phase of the cross-correlation function.

5. Conclusions

Based on the work of MSW99, a refined LES-based radar simulator suitable for studies of the convective boundary layer has been presented. The simulator is capable of producing realistic time series data for idealized CBLs and has sufficient flexibility to allow for a wide range of virtual radar experiments. For example, one can select the beam direction, beamwidth, and pulse width, and simultaneously deploy a large number of virtual radars. The radar simulator is also designed to accommodate multiple frequency applications.

The primary differences between the virtual BLR presented here and the one developed by MSW99 can be summarized as follows:

1) the present virtual BLR can accommodate multiple beams (vertical and off-vertical), which is made possible through the calculation of oblique $C_n^2$ at arbitrary angles;
2) velocity and $C_n^2$ values are interpolated for each time step of the virtual BLR;
3) noise has been generated and injected into the time series data; and
4) a multiple frequency operation has been simulated.

Initial tests have been completed and the radar simulator outputs have been compared with the original LES-generated fields on which the simulator is based. Retrieved range-corrected power estimates are consistent with corresponding values calculated for $C_n^2$. Furthermore, analysis of the simulated radar time series data shows that they have a spectral content consistent with the $u$, $v$, and $w$ fields from the LES. FDI experiments demonstrated that it is possible to accurately retrieve the relative position and thickness of a single layer within the range resolution volume from the generated time series data. An improvement to this technique is called range imaging (RIM; Palmer et al. 1999; Luce et al. 2001; Chilson et al. 2003), which uses more than two frequencies to estimate the characteristics of more than one layer. It is planned to incorporate RIM into the radar simulator. One of the fundamental motivations for developing the radar simulator is to examine the applicability of various methods used to extract turbulence characteristics of the CBL from actual BLR data. In addition, it is intended to use these characterizations to validate output from the LES model runs. To accomplish these goals, a two-pronged approach is planned, exploiting data from both the radar simulator and radar field studies. In either case, the fundamental
problem—the extraction of high-resolution turbulence intensity measurements from radar data (e.g., Gage and Balsley 1984; Hocking 1983, 1985), whether actual or synthetic—remains.

Unfortunately, there are no direct methods or simple algorithms to relate turbulence parameters to radar observations. One commonly used practice relies on the relationship between radar reflectivity $\eta$ and the structure function parameter of the refractive index $C_n^2$. Given the nonstationarity and inhomogeneity of turbulence in the CBL, it is unlikely that the resolution volume ever fulfills the assumption that it is filled on the scale of a typical resolution volume. With the high vertical resolution measurements made possible with RIM, however, the filled volume assumption has more validity because the range weighting function (range resolution) is much smaller than with standard processing. This method of estimating turbulence intensity requires estimates of the radar reflectivity, which is only possible with a power-calibrated radar. However, even if the exact proportionality coefficient is not known, it is still possible to use this method to study the temporal and spatial variations of relative differences in the $C_n^2$ field.

A second method of estimating turbulence intensity is through remotely sensed velocity variations (e.g., Brewster and Zrnic 1986). The Doppler spectrum is an approximation of a power-weighted distribution of radial velocities within the resolution volume of the radar. The standard deviation of the Doppler spectrum (i.e., the spectrum width $\sigma_0$) can be related to the turbulence energy dissipation rate $C_n^2$ (Hocking 1985). The measurement of the width of the Doppler spectrum can be problematic in that there are several phenomena that tend to bias it to larger values, such as wind shear and finite beamwidth effects (Nastrom 1997; White 1997; White et al. 1999). Given a known beam pattern of the radar and standard Doppler beam swinging measurements, however, it is possible to minimize these effects and estimate the velocity variation due to turbulence (Cohn 1995; White 1997; White et al. 1999).
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